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WELCOME BACK!

Firstly, a massive welcome back to face to face
dance classes with Exim Dance Company!
In order for our community dance sessions to
return, Exim Dance Company have completed
risk assessments in line with Government
Regulations and Public Health England.
Please take the time to read through this booklet
to understand the changes that will now be in
place within each dance class for the foreseeable
future.
Any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
us.
Thank you.
The Exim Team

SYMPTONS

Participants will not be able to attend sessions if
they have any of the following symptoms (high
fever/ temperature (37.8C or greater), cough, loss
of, or change in, sense of smell or taste, sore
throat, headache) these questions will be asked
on entry to classes.

Temperatures will be taken before entering the
session spaces by an Exim staff member.
37.8C

BOOKING SESSIONS

In line with Government regulations and risk
assessments carried out by community venues and
Exim Dance Company, booking for sessions are
MANDATORY.
Restrictions on class sizes will be in place:
up to 15 people per class to allow for 2m social
distancing
Each participant to fill in electronic data capture
to ensure records are up to date
Participants who normally attend more than one
session per week are required to pick one project
only for the location closest to them!

To book your place, email your name, date of session &
name of project you would like to attend to
classes@eximdance.org.uk
Making Waves Project
Communities Together North Prospect
Communities Together Ernesettle
ADAPT Youth Company

Session spaces will be allocated on a first come, first
served basis and priority will be given to pre existing
participants before new attendees.

ATTENDING SESSIONS

In line with Government regulations, travel can no
longer be provided through Exim Dance Company at
present.
The government has advised participants to make
their own way to classes, avoiding car sharing.
Parents/carers will not be allowed inside the
buildings except for emergency circumstances, an
external pick up point will be avaliable.

Participants will find the following procedures in place:

Outdoor shoes removed
before entry into studio

One way systems in place

Ensure bottled water is
brought to the sessions

Wash hands before and
after dance class

Ensure dance
clothes are worn
to the sessions

SESSION FORMAT

Each dance project will be of a similar format across all of
our dance projects:
- Warm up
- Learn a dance phrase (centre)
- Well-being Activites
- Creative work
- Cool down

Changes to the dance session format:

Participants to
stand side by side or
back to back
(2m distance)
Props used to be
avoided or deep clean
to be carried out

No contact work

No close group
work, solo work
more favoured

Participants can
wear masks/ face
shields if they wish
too
Teachers may be
wearing masks

WHAT TO EXPECT
If you would like to join a session
in person you will now need to
book in advance.

What to bring:
- A full drinks bottle as kitchen facilities will be closed
- Avoid bringing lots of unecessary items (belongings Ideally all fitting in one bag)
- You will be required to wear dance shoes (not outdoor shoes) or bare-feet to dance
in.
- Face coverings are not essential but you may wear one if you wish (providing you
use it properly)
- If possible, please use the bathroom before you come to a session! However the
facilities may be available depending on venue and will undergo thorough cleaning
- Please do not bring any food into the venue

Parents/carers will not be
allowed inside the buildings
except for emergency
circumstances

You will need to use the hand
sanitiser provided when you
enter and leave the
studio/community centre

You may have concerns about
returning to face-to-face sessions this is ok!
If you want to talk anything
through with a member of the
team before returning we are
happy to chat!

Respect other people in the
class and their 2 metre space

Tape markings on the floor
will show you where you can
dance

To book, please email classes@eximdance.org.uk with name & date of session.
Please note, due to reduced numbers priority will be on a first come first serve basis,
and if a session is full you will be offered priority for the following session.

CONTACT US

If you have any questions at all or would
like to speak to someone from the Exim
team, please get in contact:

classes@eximdance.org.uk
07864168663
http://eximdance.org.uk/
@EximDance
@EximDanceCo
@eximdance

